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ABSTRACT 
We extend the classical concept of Schein rank of a Boolean matrix to the case of 
a matrix A defined on a linear lattice, and we prove that it coincides with the smallest 
“regnlax” integer for A. In other words, we show that there exists a partition of the 
set of the elements of A into Q classes such that it is possible to find Q suitable 
cross-vectors whose sum is A. 
1. BASIC PRELIMINARIES 
Let V be a linear lattice with universal bounds 0 and 1, . and + denote 
the usual operations of V, and < stands for the total ordering of V, so that if 
a<b,thena+b=banda-b=a,wherea,bEV.L.etV,,,, bethesetof 
all n x m matrices over V, and V, be the set of all the vectors, i.e. n-tuples, 
of V. A vector of V, can be seen as an element of V, Xn or V, x 1. 
Denoting by _n the first n natural numbers, a matrix A E V,,, will be 
denoted by A = [a,J for any (i, j) E n X m. 
In accordance with well-known terminology [2], we give the following 
definitions. 
DEFINITION 1. For vectors u E V, and v E V,, the cross-vector (u, v) is 
the matrix A = [aij] E V,,,, such that aij = ui.vj for any (i, j) E 5 x m, i.e. 
A = ~‘0 v, where u’ is the transpose of u E V, Xn. 
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DEFINITION 2. The Schein rank e = Q,(A) of a matrix A E V, Xm is the 
least number of cross-vectors whose sum is A, i.e. 
where ui E V,, oi E V, for any i E Q. 
Note that if L = (0, l}, we obtain the classical definition of the Schein 
rank of a Boolean matrix [2]. If L is a semiring, see [3]. 
Let A=[aij] ~~~~~ and Pk= {7~(1),7r(2),...,m(k)}, where ~(X)CTJ 
X 111 for any X E k, be a partition into k classes of the set n. X m. Such a 
partition will be called a k-partition. 
We define k vectors &), . . . , dk) of V,, as follows: 
&‘= p 
i 
~{aip~(i~P)EQ(h)n{{i}xE}} if ~(x>n{{i}xZ}+O~ 
t 
0 otherwise, 
for any X E k and i E g, and k vectors /3(l), . . . , /3ck) of V,, as follows: 
i 
~{U,j:(~,j)E~(~)n{~x{j}}} if m(A)n{~x{j~~20~ 
p= 4 
J 
\O otherwise, 
forany hEk and jEm. 
DEFINITION 3. we say that 9, is a regdar k-partition for A if 
&)‘.~(U + . . . + ,CA)‘.pC~) + . . . + &O’.~W = A, 
and k is called a regular integer for A. We denote by k(A) the least regular 
integer for A. 
Of course we have that es(A) < k(A). 
2. RESULTS 
For the sake of completeness, we recall the following result, which is a 
particular case of Theorem 1 of [ 11. 
THEOREM 1. 
Z-Fhj 
Let A = [aij] E V,,,,. Then es(A)=1 iff either aij= 
or aij=Cr_:,laik fmany (i,j)Eg x m. 
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Note that this result was proved for fuzzy matrices defined over complete 
lattices. For finite matrices, the completeness of the lattice is not necessary 
(cf. also Proposition 2.3 of [2]). From now on, we assume es(A) > 2 to avoid 
trivial situations. 
THEOREM 2. We have that &A) = k(A) for any A = [aij] E VnXm, 
where V is a linear lattice. 
Proof. Let Q = es(A) and 
A = ~(1) + . . . + R(A) + . . . + R(e) (1) 
a decomposition of A into the sum of cross-vectors R(l), . . . , R(Q). By setting 
r(X)= ((i,j)EEXm:r/i)=aij} 
foranyXEg,wehavethatrr(h)#Ia foranyhEe:otherwise[ifn(i)=la 
for some X% Q], then ri(ih) < aij 
R(“) < A. Hence, deleting R’“’ 
for any (i, j) E-E x TTZ, and this implies 
in the sum (l), A should be decomposable in 
the sum of Q - 1 cross-vectors, a contradiction to the fact that Q is the Schein 
rank of A. Since aij = ,,=,(jA) for any_ (i, j) E _n x m and V is a linear 
lattice, there certainly exists an integer A E Q such that aij = ,:?) for any 
(i,j)EnXm,andthismeansthat Ye={&),n(2),...,~(e)}isacoverof 
the set _n X m. Of course, we may assume a(h)n 7r(X’) = 0 for any distinct 
X, X’ E Q, and thus ge is a @partition for A. The related vectors CI(‘) and 
PC”) are such that 
~l”‘=C{Ui,:(i,P)E”(h)n{{i}xm}} GkcIri: 
P 
and 
for any (i, j) E n x 2 and h E e. Since each RCA) is a cross-vector, we 
deduce that 
k-l h=l 
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for any (i, j) E n x m and X E Q. Thus 
i &)‘./$A) < i R(A) = A_ (2) 
A=1 A=1 
On the other hand, for any (i, j) E _n x m, there exists an integer h E 9 
such that r$) = ajj, and this implies that c#) > aij and a,(‘) > aii. Then - 
for any (i, j) E _n X m, i.e. 
and hence the inequality (2) is an equality. This implies that &A) is a 
regular integer for A, i.e. es(A) > k(A), and therefore the thesis. n 
On account of Theorem 2, the determination of the Schein rank of a 
matrix A E V,,x, is converted to the determination of a regular k-partition of 
the finite set 11 x m (or equivalently of the set of the elements of A) into k 
classes such that k is the minimum length of a decomposition of A into the 
sum of the k cross-vectors (Y, /3 defined above. 
It is possible to show an algorithm which directly calculates this regular 
integer k. 
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